As high profile as it gets!

With glitter, glamour and fireworks, Sunday evening at Sisodiya Rani Bagh was truly a grand affair. At the dinner hosted by the chief minister Ashok Gehlot on the occasion of the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas, a cultural event also witnessed Rajasthani folk performances. Politicians, foreign delegates, business magnates and high-ranking corporate officials gathered to make it a memorable night. While some were busy mingling and exchanging ideas, others got an opportunity to meet their inspirations. The decorative lights along with candles and fountains, added to the ambience.

—Aritra Sharma

DINNER & CULTURAL EVENING
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SISODIYA RANI BAGH

The polo match in progress on Sunday

What a match!

FINALS, KOTA CUP

SUNDAY, JANUARY 8

RAJASTHAN POLO GROUNDS

The Kota Cup came to an end on Sunday, with the final match between Mumbai Polo.com (Blue) and the Carysill Cowboys in (White). The team Mumbai Polo.com won the match by two goals, with Shyam Mehta scoring not one, but three goals. While many polo enthusiasts of the city showed up to catch the action, the event was also attended by a number of NRIs, who are in the city for the Pravasi Bharatiya Divas. Maj Gen KJS Thind was chief guest for the match.

—AH Correspondent

Surendra Kaushik

Gaurav Singh Sidhu

Gautamraj Hindusthani

Karan Billimoria, Alakesh Chaudhry & DP Chaudhry

(L-R) Suresh Khator, Renu Khator and Swadesh Chatterjee

(L-R) Preeti, TN Mailhotra and Kavita

(L-R) Rajendra Nigam, Ashish Kumar and Vishvaroop

(L-R) Bhupendra, Sandeep and Pranay

(L-R) Priya (i) and Nandini Tandon

Gauri (i) and Sharik